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What this talk is aboutTalk Intentions :

• Contributing factors to stress and burnout
• How stress is effecting how we live and work
• Stress Reduction Tools
• Research 
• Building resilience in healthcare and life
• Interactive practices





COMPLEXITY OF CARE
AFFORDABILITY
ACCESS
QUALITY

COMMNICATION
OUTCOMES
DELIVERY OF CARE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tecnnlogy has advanced us material development, but has it gotten a little ahead of us?Scanners got faster and people started …started we had 2 scanners – exmas had 25-40 images. Three sheets of xray films- yes I started working in radiology when we had dark rooms  we scanned 1-2 pateints an hour…sometimes not even seeing the reconstructed images before the patient left. Today- we have 5 scanners and they each scan 3-4 patients and hour and the average body CT has about 2000 images. On top of this we have so many more ways in which we documenPEOPLE NEED TO FEEL VALUED AND HEARD AND KIJE WHAT THEY ARE DOING HAS PURPOSE AND MEANING, GOOGLED DID A STUDY TO FINDO UT WHY SOME OF THEIR TEAMS WHERE THRIVING MORE THEN OTHERS AND THEY FOUND THAT THOSE TEAMS FELT THAT HAD PHYSCOLOGICAL SAFETY : THAT COMES WHEN PEOPLE FEEL THEY CAN BE VULNERABLE, AUTHENTIC, THAT YOU CAN TAKE RISKS WIHTOUT JUDGEMENT OR CONSEQUENCES.- BE ABLE TO BRING OURSLEVES FULLY PRESENT AND MAKE DECISIONS BASED ON WHAT WE KNOW IS RIGHT AND NOT ON EXTERNAL PRESSURES



Christine Maslach, PhD

Professor Emeritus, Berkely

MBI 3 Pillars of Burnout

• Emotional Exhaustion (overwhelmed, drained, unable to meet demands)

• Depersonalization (calleous, seeing others as objects)

• Inefficiency (diminished sense of accomplishment)

Maslach Burnout Survey (MBI)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xB_tSFJsjsw&
index=4&list=PLqBLoScSYEGcLtGGOMEvE1QhFfm
pHfd7lMoral Injury

Unable to live up to ideals:

HC 3.0
• Balances work, family and life
• Technology that enable the human relationship
• Tools resources and autonomy

Zubin Damania, MD
ZDOGG MD

https://zdoggmd.com/ehr2-d2/
https://zdoggmd.com/ehr2-d2/
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Twice the average amount
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Minding the GapHealthcare is uncertain but also full of possibilities



Healthcare

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integrated Health conference -IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF OUR POPULATION:VALUE BASED CARE-ACCESS, AFFORDABLITIY AND QUALITYDO WE WANT TO PUSH MORE WATER DOWN THE RIVER OR DO WE WANT TO CHANGE THE COURSE OF THE RIVER.SUING HEADS BUT FOLLOWING OUR HEARTS-TO DO THIS WE HAVE A LITTLE WORK TO DO AND WE NEED SOME STRATEGIES TO HEAL AND ALLOW VULNERABLTIY IN.



Complexity of 
Life

Nature of LifeNeural 
Predisposition

3 Contributors to Unhappiness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scientists from neuroscientist, psychology and philosophers have been studying this for a long time and there are 3 realizations that come to surface:Complexity: consequences of our material and technological advances-our brains carry a much bigger load: IDs and passwords, more choices then our brains can process, undone tasks, news at our finger tips all of the timeNature of Life: inability to control our situation- family, our sex, genetic make up…protecting our family or how those around us behave. Uncertainty of life, of death…mismatch of our expectations and reality. Neural Predisposition: negativity bias, adaptation: only temporarily satisfied with things: toy, the idea that we have our basic needs met, comparison, imaginary fears: mind wandering, 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research shows the more you check you inbox the more you experience stressEmails: the average person received 120 -140 emails a day. Stripped of social queues, so where in the past a person might experience 1-3 emotional hits a day, we are now riding that rollercoaster all day long Research also shows that if you remove email peoples stress went down, their productivity and focus increased.Study out of the university of CA, Irvine investigating THE IMPACT OF email on work productivity and stress level-email removed-improved ability to focus on task at hand-stress, measured by heart rate, was lower without email.



Perpetual Self Distraction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We live in a challenging time where technology has infiltrated into



Let’s Talk About Stress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sympathetic Nervous system is designed for situations like this, real threat. We recognize the threat- activated our amygdala in our brain, set off a series of stress related changes in our body, releasing cortisol and adrenaline- Heart rate increases, respiration, blood flow increases to extremities, brain is alert and energized, digestion and liver function slows down- all the energy is going where it is needed to respond to the danger!Historically or if you look at animals and children they will respond from these events rather quickly-they are done, danger is gone and they pretty quickly resume normal activity, their parasympathetic, rest and digest, relaxation system activates and the move on from the event.Adults today- lets talk about stressful situation, nothing like a bear attack but perhaps and upsetting email or interaction, or some way you may not have shown up in your life as the best version of yourself. Do you acknowledge it and let it go?Or do you ruminate over it for hours, sometimes day….I know I have done this. Especially things that feel out of my control- I keep trying to wrap my arms around it and make it ok, 



Chronic Stress

Dis-ease
Not 

“ENOUGH”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How quickly are we able to bounce back: resilient?Leads to illness, and an overall state of Dis-ease…real health issues, but also this lack of luster for life. We begin to disconnect with ourselves and our experience….



• Regus group

58% of Americans say their stress is rising

There has been a 400% increase in antidepressants in the last decade

Anxiety is the leading cause for mental health issues with a national cost of $42 billion 
per year 



Statistics

50% of employees are unengaged (present but uninspired)

20% are actively disengaged (very unhappy at work)

Costing the US economy over $450 billion per year Gallup Study 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have gotten ourselves in a sticky situation-showing up, delivering care, not the best versions of ourelves….making us sick and unhappy
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THEN WHEN WE STEP BACK AND LOOK AT LIFE IN GENERAL, HOW WE ARE DOING…We are the most in debt, obese, medicated and addicted US cohort in history.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bu04GE8lzCE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bu04GE8lzCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bu04GE8lzCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bu04GE8lzCE






grocery list

time to workout? Will there ever be enough time?
I thought I’d travel more

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we care about mindfulness- why is becoming so mainstream? Most of us can probably relate to this picture, which is what it is not.Monkey minds, full length futureFull length feature film, stories we tell.Take 5 minutes



Mind Wandering

56.9% of our waking hours our mind is anywhere but 
in the present moment

• chasing the future
• worrying about the past

• 80% of the time the things we 
worry about don’t happen
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Happiness is an inside jobPractice: gratitude





Upstreaming Stress: Reviving Resilience



Attention
Productivity
Job/Life satisfaction
Wellbeing

Happiness
Ability to create positive change
Improved mental & physical health
Empowerment



MINDFULNESS

awareness

directing attention
with intention

present moment
without judgement



Sit up~ pay attention ~aim ~sustain
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A quality of mind that 
is awake, aware, 

and that knows what 
is happening

29

ABC’s of MINDFULNESS



B
A
L
A
N
C
E

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the quality of my attention: what fuels us what drains usBecause what are we looking for really? Balance…homeostasis. For our bodies, our minds, our health, our life.How? Through meditation, by slowing down and noticing, what fuels us, what drains us…and make a choice!Super powers- our breath and our choice.James story…happens in our head and in our heartsremember the things that bring us joy, slow down and notice..the little things are the big things.



New potential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we create that space?



COMPASSION Caring &
ConnectionCOMPASSION Caring &
Connection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aware of BiasesMay be one of the main reasons practice. We begin to see the interconnectedness of so many things in our lives. Our collective nature--When we operate from a caring nature, it serves those we are caring for an ourselves. When we connect with each other we find worthiness, purpose and whole hearted livng. Africa- so happy, despite often deep levels of poverty, they have community and connection---it brings joy



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
4EDhdAHrOg

Relationship Based
Mindfulness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg

Authentic Human Connection
Connection and Validation
“Improving” Others
Holding Space

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg


EXERCISE FOR THE BRAIN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where the science comes in. When we take the time to practice, to aim and sustain our attention, we are creating strength and flexibility. not just improving the quality of our life we are physiologically changing the structure of our brain. 



posterior cingulate cortex
impulse control

cerebellum
motor control

hippocampus
consolidation of information 
from memories

amygdala
processing and memory 
of emotional reactions

prefrontal cortex
executive function

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where the science comes in. When we take the time to practice, to aim and sustain our attention, we are creating strength and flexibility. not just improving the quality of our life we are physiologically changing the structure of our brain. 



Mindfulness is related to:
Stress Relief (Jacobs et al., 2013, Health Psych; In Healthcare:Yang et all, 2017)

Improved Immune Fct (Davidson et al., 2003, Witek et al., 2013) 

Improved Sleep (Lergacher et al., 2015; Klatt et al., 2017)

Reduced Anxiety ( Roemer et al., 2008; Vollerstad et al., 2011)

Reduced Depression (Kuyken et al., 2008; Kaviani et al., 2011)

Improvements in Eating Disorders (Atkinson & Wade, 2016; Wanden et 
al., 2011)

Working Memory & Creativity (Bass et al., 2014; Jhu et al., 2010)

Better Relationships (Wachs et al., 2007; Burns et al., 2007; Atkinson, 2013)

Better Connections with Patients (empathy)(Shapiro et al., 1998)

Decrease Error Rates



Results: short-term and sustained improvements in well-being and 
attitudes associated with patient- centered care. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participation in a mindful communication program was associated with short-term and sustained improvements in well-being and attitudes associated with patient- centered care. 



Mindset: how you think about stress matters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Pathway to our nervous system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
]those of his collegues. 



CLINICAL CARE
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Routine Care
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Procedural Time out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opportunity to not only follow our standards for making sure we have the write patient, right time, right side…but also that we can integrate some grwounding practices here, we are all on the same pate, everyone is present and maybe takes a deep breath and brief grounding…fully arrive



Critical Care Situations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trained to develop cutting edge precision care, how to we manage the aftermath of this. Team huddles, developing safe spaces to decompress, post-care timeouts, 4th floor room..This is a new conversation- a new way of being that certainly was not even talked about when I first began working in medicine. Vulnernerability and the opportunity that has for us is a new behavior-and for people like myself we have to work ahrd to allow this and know it is ok and holds the space for not only fear and pain but also for innovation , change and joy



Patient Care

• People want to be involved, educated and informed 
• Access to their medical records
• Partnership 
• Safe accessible and affordable care
• Improve the way we communicate and deliver care

Presenter
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Radiology Imaging
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Presentation Notes
Guided imagery



BREAST BIOPSIES

• 100% report that the breathing exercising were helpful
• 93% report that the meditation was helpful



Lower blood pressure
Improves brain function
Improves memory
Improves immune system

Decreases side effects of treatments
Decreases anxiety 
Improves mental health
Decreases stress
Empowerment



Healthcare

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF OUR POPULATION:VALUE BASED CARE-ACCESS, AFFORDABLITIY AND QUALITYDO WE WANT TO PUSH MORE WATER DOWN THE RIVER OR DO WE WANT TO CHANGE THE COURSE OF THE RIVER.SUING HEADS BUT FOLLOWING OUR HEARTS-TO DO THIS WE HAVE A LITTLE WORK TO DO AND WE NEED SOME STRATEGIES TO HEAL AND ALLOW VULNERABLTIY IN.
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There is no time like the present to begin to build on our strengths here in VT, or in NEAnd we have a lot of them. Change, positive change in a way that the solutions of the past may not longer work, so we need perhaps team members that are innovative thinkers,Creative solutions.I suggest that when we feel resistance we begin to be curious about the resistance and perhaps pause and allow some creativity in.



Quadruple Aim:

• Improving the patient experience of care (including quality and 
satisfaction)

• Improving the health of populations
• Reducing the per capita cost of health care
• Improve the wellbeing of those providing care

VALUE

Appropriate

Quality

Outcomes

Experience

Building Value Based Care
Cost
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IHIWill take some deconstruction-



• photo

• Diverse Care Teams
Data 

Scientists

Patients & 
Families

Ecosystems

Technology 
(IT)

Healthcare 
Team

Presenter
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New ways of looking at things-lean into the discomfort 



Heart and Science of  Medicine



Gratitude Practice: what are 3 things you 
are grateful for? Write it down everyday, 
either first thing in the morning or right 
before bed. I find that it is a nice way to 
start my day-gets my thoughts moving 
intentionally toward positivity.

Act of Kindness: 1 act of kindness each 
day. It can be as simple as holding a door 
open, asking someone if they need help or 
paying it forward at the coffee shop.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gratitude: 



Gratitude Intervention: 
Increased positive and decreased negative emotions
Improved sleep quality and quantity
The effects on wellbeing was apparent to the participants’ significant others



Awe: pause and experience a moment of 
awe at least once a day. It can be a 
sunrise, the snow falling down, a child 
laughing, anything that holds beauty for 
you. Pause, breath and enjoy for at least 
10 seconds.

Mindfulness Practice: dedicate a few 
moments everyday, 3, 5, 10 , 15 
minutes...just sit and be still. Follow your 
breath, quiet your mind. When your mind 
wanders, come back to your breath-over 
and over again. There are many guided 
mindful meditations out there (APP; calm, 
insight meditation; podcast: Tara Brach) -
this is a nice place to start



Participants who felt AWE: 
Felt they had more time available and were less impatient
More willing to volunteer their time to help others
Experienced greater life satisfaction



Move your body: yoga, walking, dancing, 
running-whatever it is you enjoy, find some 
time each day, at least 20 minutes, to get 
your heart pumping. This will release 
hormones that invite positive feelings and 
move stuck energy, promoting health and 
wellbeing. Just do it!

Nourishment: enjoy good, wholesome 
food. Fuel yourself for health and vitality.



Tap into 
your natural 

resilience

• Reflect
• Remember
• Resistance
• Radiate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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•Keep it simple and consistent
•Make it part of your routine
•Let everyday life be your opportunity to 
practice

•Let go off judgment (self and others)
•Develop a 10-20 minute formal practice
•Find your tools of resilience: find joy
•Find a supportive community 

LIFE



Thank you
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